
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS WITH THE MORE 

UNPLEASANT OF THE NYASA RESIDENTS

          Nyasaland was (and still is) a particularly beautiful country, it has been called "The 

Switzerland of Africa" given the high plateaux of Zomba, the Nyika, the Vypya and the towering 

Mlanje mountain. The lake scenery is a dream to see, the savanna areas of pleasant trees and grasses

a delight to explore and the people living there, in the main, are indeed pleasant, likeable and 

helpful. However, it would not be Africa without a few drawbacks! 

          Donald McCarry in the course of his duty ran across more than a few, the green snake 

introduced by Dave Watson that made the be-medalled PMF veterans of WW2 move faster than any

incoming missiles (Don doesn't say how fast he moved!). A spider the size of a saucer that a Sgt 

kept in a shoebox until D Watson, again, tipped off the lid with his swagger cane causing it to 

literally jump out and scuttle about causing much general alarm. Then there was the hyena (and its 

bone-crushing jaws) that got within five yards of his moonlit ambush position but moved off just 

before our man opened up with his SMG. The hippos in the river at Fort Johnston grunted away all 

night, they kill more people in Africa than any other beast, but although they popped up their heads 

to check who was fishing they never bothered the "usual two" (DM & TY) out on the water 

catching fresh sungwa fish for dinner. The lion in the graveyard of Malindi Mission (Fort Johnston) 

ensured utmost caution when the staff opened their door to Donald who was paying a duty visit one 

particular early morning.

          Snakes have probably caused more rapid movement that anything else in Africa; however, in 

their favour, it was a black mamba that cured my golfing slice when this common fault put me into 

the rough playing the second at Zomba and face to face with what I perceived to be six foot of 

sudden death I didn't hang around, but thereafter my ball never left the middle of the fairway. Those

that fished for the rainbow trout in the Mlungusi Dam on Zomba plateau will remember that as dusk

fell the snakes came out on to the water looking for frogs, I suppose, and catching one of these on 

my back cast I suddenly found it draped round by neck, my wife (Isabel) was quick to the rescue, 

severed the line and flipped the snake back into the water - Isabel, in fact, had good experience of 

these reptiles having encountered a cobra in her bathroom at the Nurses Home in Blantyre. 

Otherwise I suffered a day of pain after being stung by a scorpion in Karonga, many of us have 

endured the obnoxious putzi fly, been savaged by red ants, tangled with buffalo beans and had 

malaria but fortunately the likes of blackwater fever which killed so many early visitors to the 

country was largely a thing of the past. Then there was rabies with the multiple injections to the 



stomach and what about tsetse flies, sleeping sickness was their problem and for many years there 

were roadside sheds set up to spray vehicles which had travelled through a suspect area albeit this 

precaution was mainly to prevent the spread to cattle in particular. The "stink beetle" was only a 

minor irritation but I gather this insect is now in Europe and its arrival in UK is imminent!  

          However, perhaps the closest call for any of our members involved the King of Beasts and it 

was Ray Punter who was its intended lunch. Ray was, in fact, in the clutches of the lion before it 

was shot and killed by his companion (was it Roy Tribe?) - Ray may well still have scars to prove it

but perhaps he could give us the full story.

          So, overall, was Nyasaland such a nice place after all? Be assured it was and these 

"drawbacks" did nothing to detract from this pleasant land but they were an asset in that they helped

tune the adrenalin necessary for a Colonial Policeman.
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And just a few more that could be cause for alarm!


